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complaints of the depredations of piratical Lykki, Lykians,
along the coasts of Alasya (Cyprus or Cilicia). Before the
end of the fourteenth century, the King of the Hittites is
having dealings in southern Asia Minor with Kings of
Akhiawa, who may be veritable Achaioi, ancestors of
the Arkadian-speaking Pamphylians or Hyp-achaioi of the
Hellenic period. Mischief is afoot. The hegemony in the
Aegean has passed to a race of gallant barbarians who
fought for the sake of fighting (or for glory, which comes
to the same thing) and in the magnificence of a warlike
king never saw that the continual war must end by destroying
the magnificence.
Gradually the confusion grows more serious. Practising
their " sport of kings" Hittite and Egyptian monarchs
exhaust their resources in the long fight for Syria, and by
1230-20 these " Achaioi " are menacing both great powers
with open attack. Finally, about 1200, there is a human
landslide, probably set in motion by the climatic break
from " sub-Boreal " to " sub-Atlantic " in central Europe,1
and the civilized world, which two centuries before would
have had little to fear from barbarians, is swept by hordes
of refugees. The Hittites in Anatolia are overwhelmed,
Cyprus devastated, Egypt itself only saved by the military
ability and the fleet and archers of Rameses III. The
Philistine city-states in Palestine, an exotic growth like the
crusader kingdoms, remain to mark the farthest flow of
the tidal wave. Greece, behind its seas and mountains,
seems to have been left on one side of this movement, but
the Danubian " leaf-shaped " type of bronze sword and the
Greek tales of heroes of Thessalian descent, showing their
prowess at the courts of southern kings and sometimes
succeeding to the throne, show how things were going.
(The Philistines, on the Egyptian sculptures, carry the old
southern tapering blade.)
The Greek heroic age falls in the period between about
1250 and 1000. (The Greek calculations of 1184 for the
fall of Troy and 1104 for the overthrow of the Achaian
1 On this, see C. B. P. Brooks, Climate Through the Ages, esp. chap, xvii.
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